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1 Introduction37

Transactions are the de facto synchronisation mechanism in modern distributed databases.38

To achieve scalability and performance, distributed databases often use weak transactional39

consistency guarantees known as consistency models. Many consistency models were originally40
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invented by engineers using (some quite informal) definitions specific to particular real-world41

reference implementations, e.g. [3, 4, 6, 8, 21, 33, 38, 42]. More recently, general definitions42

of consistency model have been defined independently of particular implementations, either43

declaratively using execution graphs [1, 9] or operationally using abstract states or execution44

graphs [16, 27, 35]. Our challenge is to define a general semantics for weak consistency45

models with which we can both verify reference implementations and analyse the behaviour46

of client programs with respect to a particular consistency model.47

The declarative approach for defining consistency models using execution graphs has48

been substantially studied [1, 9, 11, 12, 14]. In such graphs, nodes describe the read-write49

sets of atomic transactions and edges describe the known dependencies between transactions.50

They capture different consistency models by: (1) constructing candidate executions of the51

whole program comprising transactions in which reads may contain arbitrary values; and52

(2) applying the consistency-model axioms to rule out candidate executions deemed invalid53

by the axioms. Such axioms may state, for example, that every read is validated by a write54

that has written the read value. The most well-known execution graphs are dependency55

graphs [1] and abstract executions [9, 11]. Dependency graphs tend to be used to analyse56

client programs, e.g. Fekete et al. [23] derived a static analysis checker for a particular57

weak consistency model called snapshot isolation; Bernardi and Gotsman [7] developed a58

static analysis checker for several weak consistency models assuming the so-called snapshot59

property3; and Beillahi et al. [5] developed a tool based on Lipton’s reduction theory [31]60

for checking robustness4 properties against snapshot isolation. Abstract executions, on the61

other hand, tend to be used to verify implementation protocols, e.g. abstract executions62

are the standard by which many system engineers demonstrate that their protocols satisfy63

certain consistency models [3, 33, 42]. Execution graphs provide little information about64

how the state evolves throughout the execution of a program, and therefore seem unsuitable65

for invariant-based program analysis of client programs.66

The operational approach for defining weak consistency models has been much less67

studied. Crooks et al. [16] introduced a trace semantics over abstract centralised kv-stores,68

abstracting the behaviour of the underlying concrete distributed kv-stores, in order to69

capture the consistency models associated with ANSI/SQL isolation levels. They describe70

the equivalence of several implementation-specific definitions of consistency model in the71

literature, but their reliance on the total transaction order suggests that it will be difficult to72

adapt their work to reason about client programs. Kaki et al. [27] provide an operational73

semantics over an abstract centralised store, again focusing on ANSI/SQL isolation levels.74

They develop a program logic and prototype tool for reasoning about client programs, but75

cannot express fundamental weak consistency models. Nagar and Jagannathan [35] introduce76

an operational semantics based on abstract-execution graphs, focussing on consistency models77

for distributed transactions. They provide robustness results for client programs using model78

checking, but their analysis is indirect in that they move back and forth between abstract79

executions and dependency graphs. All these approaches have their merits. However, none80

provide a direct state-based operational semantics for distributed atomic transactions with81

which to verify distributed implementations and analyse client programs using the usual82

weak consistency models; see Section 1.1 for further details on this related work.83

3 The snapshot property, also known as atomic visibility, states that transactional reads appear to read
from an atomic snapshot of the database and transactional writes appear to commit atomically, i.e.
intermediate transactional states are not observable by clients, even if the underlying distributed protocol
has a more fine-grained behaviour.

4 A particular program (or set of programs) behaves as if the consistency model is serialisability
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We introduce an interleaving operational semantics for describing the client-observable84

behaviour of atomic transactions updating distributed key-value stores (Section 3). Our85

semantics is based on a notion of abstract states comprising a centralised key-value store86

(kv-store) with multi-versioning and a client view. Kv-stores are global in that they record all87

versions of a key; by contrast, client views are partial in that a client may see only a subset88

of the versions. Our client views are partly inspired by the views in the ‘promising’ C1189

semantics [28]. An execution step depends simply on the abstract state, the read-write set90

of the atomic transaction, and an execution test, determining if a client with a given view91

can commit a transaction. Different execution tests give rise to different consistency models,92

which we show to be equivalent to well-known declarative definitions of consistency models93

based on abstract executions (reported here and proven in [46]) and thus those based on94

dependency graphs [14]. Our execution tests are analogous to the commit tests in [16], except95

that [16] requires analysing the whole trace rather than just the current abstract state.96

As in [16, 27, 35], we assume that transactions satisfy the last-write-wins resolution policy,97

a policy widely used in many real-world distributed kv-stores. This means that when a98

transaction observes several updates to a key, the atomic snapshot contains the value written99

by the last update. We also assume that our transactions satisfy the snapshot property. This100

is a common assumption in distributed transactional databases, e.g. in online shopping101

applications, a client only sees one snapshot of the database and only has knowledge that102

their transaction has successfully committed. The work in [35] also assumes the snapshot103

property, whereas [16] and [27] do not as their focus is on ANSI/SQL isolation levels [6]. Our104

execution tests uniformly capture many well-known consistency models (Section 4) including105

causal consistency (CC) [9, 33, 40], parallel snapshot isolation (PSI) [3, 42], snapshot isolation106

(SI) [6] and serialisability (SER) [37]. The work in [35] is as expressive as our work here; by107

contrast, [16] is more expressive, capturing e.g. the read committed consistency model [6],108

while [27] is less expressive, capturing SI but not PSI.109

Using our operational semantics, we verify that database protocols satisfy their expected110

consistency models and prove invariant properties of client programs under such consistency111

models (Section 5). Specifically, we prove the correctness of two database protocols using our112

general definitions: the COPS protocol for fully replicated kv-stores [33] which satisfies CC113

(reported in Section 5.1 and proved in [46]), and the Clock-SI protocol for partitioned kv-stores114

[21] which satisfies SI (given in [46]). These results had been previously shown for specific115

consistency definitions devised for the specific reference implementations under consideration.116

We also prove invariant properties of library clients (Section 5.2): the robustness of the117

single-counter library against PSI, the robustness of the multi-counter library and the banking118

library [2] against SI, and the mutual exclusion of a lock library against PSI. We believe our119

robustness results are the first to take into account client sessions: with sessions, we show120

that multiple counters are not robust against PSI. Interestingly, without sessions, Bernardi121

and Gotsman [7] show that multiple counters are robust against PSI using static-analysis122

techniques which are known not to be applicable to sessions. These results indicate that123

our operational semantics provides an interesting abstract interface between distributed124

databases and clients. This was an important goal for us, resonating with recent work that125

does just this for standard shared-memory concurrency [17, 19, 25, 36].126

1.1 Related Work127

Operational semantics for defining weak consistency models for distributed atomic trans-128

actions have hardly been studied. To our knowledge, the key papers are [16, 35, 27]. We129

also mention the log-based semantics of Koskinen and Parkinson [29], which only focuses on130
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serialisability but has some resonance with our work.131

Crooks et al. [16] proposed a state-based trace semantics for describing weak consistency132

models that employs concepts similar to our client views and execution tests, called read states133

and commit tests respectively. In their semantics, a one-step trace reduction is determined134

by the entire previous history of the trace. By contrast, our reduction step only depends on135

the current kv-store and client view. They capture more consistency models than us, e.g.136

read committed, because they do not assume the snapshot property due to their focus on137

ANSI/SQL isolation levels. They use their semantics to demonstrate that several definitions138

of snapshot isolation given in the literature [6, 18, 22] in fact collapse into one. They do not139

verify protocol implementations and do not prove invariant properties of client programs.140

We believe [16] can be used to verify implementations. We believe it might be difficult to141

use [16] to prove invariant properties of client programs since their commit tests use total142

traces. In contrast, our execution tests use partial client views.143

Nagar and Jagannathan [35] proposed a fine-grained interleaving operational semantics144

on abstract executions, and provide robustness results for client programs using a prototype145

model-checking tool. They do this by converting abstract executions to dependency graphs146

and checking the violation of robustness on the dependency graphs. We have two concerns147

with this approach. First, despite assuming atomic visibility of transactions, they present a148

fine-grained semantics at the level of the individual transactional operations rather than whole149

transactions, in order to capture eventual consistency [9]. In contrast, our semantics is coarse-150

grained in that the interleaving is at the level of whole transactions, and we instead capture151

read atomic [4], a variant of eventual consistency [9] for atomic transactions. Second, all the152

literature that performs client analysis on abstract executions [7, 12, 13, 14, 35], including153

the approach of Nagar and Jagannathan, achieves this indirectly by over-approximating the154

consistency-model specifications using dependency graphs. It is unknown how to do this155

precisely [14]. In contrast, we prove robustness results directly by analysing the structure156

of kv-stores, without over-approximation. We also give precise reasoning about the mutual157

exclusion of locks, which we believe will be difficult to prove using abstract executions.158

Kaki et al. [27] proposed an operational semantics for SQL transactions over an abstract,159

centralised, single-version store, with consistency models given by the standard ANSI/SQL160

isolation levels [6]. They develop a program logic and prototype tool for reasoning about client161

programs, and so can capture invariant properties of the state. They can express SI, but they162

do not capture the weaker consistency models such as PSI which is an important consistency163

model for distributed databases. Kaki et al. have explored these weaker consistency models164

in follow-on work [26], but they focus on an axiomatic semantics for abstract executions over165

CRDTs not an operational semantics over kv-stores.166

Finally, Koskinen and Parkinson [29] proposed a log-based semantics for verifying imple-167

mentations that satisfy serialisability, based not only on kv-stores but also on other ADTs.168

Their work comprises a centralised global log and partial client-local logs, similar to our169

kv-stores and views. Their model focuses on serialisability. There is no evidence that it can170

be easily extended to tackle weaker consistency models.171

2 Overview172

We introduce our centralised operational semantics for describing the client-observable beha-173

viours of atomic transactions updating distributed kv-stores. We show that our interleaving174

semantics provides an abstract interface for both verifying distributed protocols and proving175

invariant properties of client programs.176
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Figure 1 Lost update anomaly: single counter.

Example We use a simple transactional library, Counter(k), to introduce our operational177

semantics. Clients of this library can manipulate the value of counter k via two transactional178

operations: Inc (k) , [x := [k] ; [k] := x+1] and Read (k) , [x := [k]]. The x := [k] reads the179

value of k in local variable x; and [k] := x+1 writes x+1 to k. The code of each operation is180

wrapped in square brackets, denoting a transaction that executes atomically.181

Consider a replicated database where a client only interacts with one replica. For such182

a database, the behaviour of the atomic transactions is subtle, depending heavily on the183

particular consistency model under consideration. Consider the client program PLU below:184

PLU , cl1 : Inc (k) || cl2 : Inc (k)185

186 where we assume that clients cl1 and cl2 work on different replicas and, for simplicity,187

each replica has a kv-store with just one key k. Initially, key k holds value 0 in all replicas.188

Intuitively, as transactions are executed atomically, after both calls to Inc (k) have terminated,189

the counter should hold value 2. Indeed, this is the only outcome allowed under the190

serialisability (SER) consistency model, where transactions appear to execute in a sequential191

order, one after another. The implementation of SER in distributed kv-stores is known192

to come at a significant performance cost. Implementers are, therefore, content with193

weaker consistency models [3, 6, 8, 21, 32, 33, 38, 42]. For example, if replicas provide no194

synchronisation mechanism for transactions, it is possible for both clients to read the same195

initial value 0 for k at their distinct replicas, update it to 1, and eventually propagate their196

updates of k to other replicas. Thus, both replicas remain unchanged with value 1 for k.197

This weak behaviour is known as the lost update anomaly, which is allowed under causal198

consistency (CC), but not under parallel snapshot isolation (PSI) and snapshot isolation (SI).199

Centralised Operational Semantics Our operational semantics provides transitions over200

abstract states, comprising a centralised, multi-versioned kv-store, which is global in that201

it records all the versions written by all its clients, and a client view, which is partial in202

that it records only those versions in the kv-store observed by a client. Each transition203

of our operational semantics either updates a client-local variable stack using a primitive204

command, or updates the kv-store and client view using an atomic transaction. The atomic205

transactions are subject to an execution test, which analyses the state to determine if the206

associated update is allowed under the given consistency model.207

We show how the lost update anomaly in PLU is modelled in our operational semantics. A208

centralised kv-store provides an abstraction of the real-world replicated key-value store of our209

example. It is a function mapping keys to a version list, recording all the values written to210

the key together with information about the transactions that accessed it. The total order of211

versions on a key k is always known due to the resolution policy of the distributed database,212

for example last-write-wins. In the PLU example, our initial centralised kv-store comprises a213

single key k with one initialisation version (0, t0, ∅). This version represents the initialisations214

in both replicas where k holds value 0, the version writer is the initialising transaction t0215

(this version was written by t0), and the version reader set is empty (no transaction has read216
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this version). Figure 1a depicts this initial centralised kv-store, with the version represented217

as a box sub-divided in three sections: the value 0, the writer t0, and the reader set ∅.218

Suppose that cl1 first invokes Inc (k) on Figure 1a. It does this by choosing a fresh219

transaction identifier t1, then reading the initial version of k with value 0 and writing a new220

value 1 for k. The resulting kv-store is depicted in Figure 1b, where the initial version of221

k has been updated to reflect that it has been read by t1 and a new version with value 1222

is installed at the end of the list. Now suppose that client cl2 invokes Inc (k) on Figure 1b.223

As there are now two versions available for k, we must determine the version from which224

cl2 fetches its value. This is where the partial client view comes into play. Intuitively, a225

view of client cl2 comprises those versions in the kv-store that are visible to cl2, i.e. those226

that can be read by cl2. If more than one version is visible, then the newest (right-most)227

version is selected, modelling the last-write-wins resolution policy used by many distributed228

key-value stores. In our example, there are two candidate views for cl2 when running Inc (k)229

on Figure 1b: one containing only the initial version of k as depicted in Figure 1c, and230

the other containing both versions of k as depicted in Figure 1d5. Given the cl2 view in231

Figure 1c, client cl2 chooses a fresh transaction identifier t2, reads the initial value 0 and232

writes a new version with value 1, as depicted in Figure 1e. Such a kv-store does not contain233

a version with value 2, despite two increments on k, producing the lost update anomaly. Had234

we used the the cl2 view in Figure 1d instead, client cl2 would have read the newest value 1235

and written a new version with value 2.236

The lost update anomaly is allowed under the CC consistency model, and disallowed under237

SER, SI and PSI. To distinguish these cases, we use an execution test which directly restricts238

the updates that are possible at the point where the transaction commits. A simple way of239

doing this is to require that a client writing a transaction to k have a view containing all240

versions of k available in the global state. This prevents the situation where the view of cl2241

is that given in Figure 1c. This execution test corresponds to what is known in the literature242

as write-conflict freedom [11], which ensures that at most one concurrent transaction can243

write to a key at any one time.244

The situation becomes more complicated when the library contains multiple counters245

where each client can read and increment several counters in one session. For instance,246

consider the following client program:247

PLF , cl1 :
[
x := [k1] ; [k1] := x + 1

]
;
[
y := [k2] ; [k2] := y + 1

]
|| cl2 :

[
x := [k1] ; y := [k2]

]
|| cl3 :

[
x := [k1] ; y := [k2]

]
.

248

249 where, for simplicity, the kv-store has just the keys k1 and k2 (Figure 2a). Suppose that250

cl1 executes both transactions first, writing 1 to k1 and k2 using fresh transaction identifiers251

t1 and t′1, respectively. This results in k1 and k2 having two versions with values 0 and 1252

each, as illustrated in Figure 2b. Client cl2 next executes its transaction, identified by t2,253

using a view that contains both versions of k1 but only the initial version of k2. This means254

that cl2 reads 1 for k1 and 0 for k2, i.e. cl2 observes the increment of k1 happening before255

that of k2. Symmetrically, cl3 executes its transaction, identified by t3, using a view that256

contains both versions for k2 but only the initial version of k1. As such, cl3 reads 0 for k1 and257

1 for k2, i.e. cl3 observes the increment of k2 happening before that of k1. This behaviour is258

known as the long fork anomaly (Figure 2b).259

The long fork anomaly is disallowed under strong models such as SER and SI, but is260

allowed under weaker models such as PSI and CC. To capture such consistency models and261

5 As we explain in Section 3.1, we always require the client view to include the initial version of each key.
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commits of these transactions (the dashed lines can be stretched)

Figure 2 Long fork anomaly: multiple counters

disallow the long fork anomaly of PLF, we must strengthen the execution test associated with262

the kv-store. For SER, we simply strengthen the execution test by ensuring that a client263

can execute a transaction only if its view contains all versions available in the global state.264

For SI, the execution test is more subtle, requiring that a client view be a set of versions,265

i.e.closed with respect to the commit order of transactions. This means that if a client view266

includes a version written by a transaction t, then it must include all versions written by267

transactions that committed before t. Our kv-stores do not contain all the information about268

the commit order. However, we have enough information to determine the following commit269

order between transactions: (1) if a transaction, e.g. t3 in Figure 2, reads a version written270

by another transaction, e.g. t0, then it must start after the commit of the transaction that271

wrote the version, e.g. t3 must start after the commit of t0 (Figure 2c); (2) if a transaction272

writes a newer version of a key, e.g. t1 for k1, then it must commit after the transactions273

that wrote the previous versions of the key,e.g. t0 (Figure 2c); and (3) if a transaction reads274

an older version of a key, e.g. t3 for k1, it must start before the commit of all transactions275

that write the newer versions of k, e.g. t1 (Figure 2c).276

In Section 4, we formally define the execution tests associated with several consistency277

models on kv-stores and client views. In [46], we show the equivalence of our operational278

definitions of consistency models and the existing declarative definitions based on abstract279

executions [11], and hence those based on dependency graphs [1].280

Verifying Implementation Protocols The first application of our operational semantics281

is to show that implementation protocols of distributed key-value stores satisfy certain282

consistency models. We do this by representing the implementation protocol using our283

centralised operational semantics: our abstract states provide a faithful abstraction of284

replicated and partitioned databases, and our execution tests provide a faithful abstraction of285

the synchronisation mechanisms enforced by these databases when committing a transaction.286

We verify the correctness of our representation using trace refinement. Thus, a distributed287

protocol satisfies the particular consistency model associated with the particular execution288

test of our representation. We demonstrate that the COPS protocol [33] for implementing289

a replicated database satisfies our definition of CC (reported in Section 5.1 and proved in290

[46]), and the Clock-SI protocol [21] for implementing a partitioned database satisfies our291

definition of SI (given in [46]). Since our definitions of consistency model are equivalent292

to those in the literature [46], we have demonstrated that COPS and Clock-SI satisfy the293

accepted general definitions of the respective consistency models. This contrasts with the294

previous results in [33] and [21] which demonstrated that these protocols satisfy specific295

consistency models defined for those particular implementations.296

Proving Invariant Properties of Client Programs The second application of our operational297

semantics is to prove invariant properties for transactional libraries (Section 5.2). One well-298
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known property is robustness. A library is robust against a (weak) consistency model M if, for299

all its client programs P and all kv-stores K, if K is obtained by executing P under M, then300

K can also be obtained under SER, i.e. library clients have no observable weak behaviours.301

We prove the robustness of the single counter library against PSI, and the robustness of302

a multi-counter library and the banking library of [2] against SI. We prove robustness303

against SI by proving general invariants that guarantee robustness against a new model we304

propose, WSI, which lies between PSI and SI. As we discuss in Section 5.2, although existing305

techniques [35, 12, 7] in the literature can verify such robustness properties, they typically do306

so by examining full traces. By contrast, we establish invariant properties at each execution307

step of our operational semantics, thus allowing a simpler, more compositional proof.308

We also demonstrate the use of our operational semantics to prove library-specific invariant309

properties. In particular, we show that a lock library is correct against PSI, in that it satisfies310

the mutual exclusion guarantee, even though it is not robust against PSI. To do this, we311

encode this guarantee as an invariant of the lock library, establishing the invariant at each312

transition step of the operational semantics. By contrast, establishing such library-specific313

properties using the existing techniques is more difficult. This is because existing techniques314

[35, 12] do not directly record the library state; rather, they record full execution traces,315

making them less amenable for reasoning about such properties.316

3 Operational Model317

We define an interleaving operational semantics for atomic transactions (Section 3.2) on318

abstract states comprising global kv-stores and partial client views (Section 3.1). Our319

semantics is parametrised by an execution test which induces a consistency model (Section 4).320

3.1 Abstract States: Key-Value Stores and Client Views321

The abstract states of our operational semantics comprise a global, centralised kv-store and322

a partial client view. A kv-store comprises key-indexed lists of versions which record the323

history of the key with values and meta-data of the transactions that accessed it: the writer324

and readers.325

We assume a countably infinite set of client identifiers6, ClientID 3 cl. The set of326

transaction identifiers, TxID 3 t, is defined by TxID , {t0} ] {tncl | cl ∈ ClientID ∧ n ≥ 0},327

where t0 denotes the initialisation transaction and tncl identifies a transaction committed328

by client cl with n determining the client session order: SO , {(t, t′) | ∃cl, n,m. t = tncl ∧329

t′ = tmcl ∧n < m}. Subsets of TxID are ranged over by T, T ′, · · ·. We let TxID0 , TxID\{t0}.330

I Definition 1 (Kv-stores). Assume a countably infinite set of keys, Key 3 k, and a countably331

infinite set of values, Value 3 v, which includes the keys and an initialisation value v0. The332

set of versions, Version 3 ν, is Version , Value × TxID × P(TxID0). A kv-store is a333

function K : Key→ List (Version), where List (Version) 3 V is the set of lists of versions.334

Each version has the form ν=(v, t, T ), where v is a value, the writer t identifies the335

transaction that wrote v, and the reader set T identifies the transactions that read v. We336

write val(ν), w(ν) and rs(ν) to project the components of ν. Given a kv-store K and a337

transaction t, we write t ∈ K if t is either the writer or one of the readers of a version in K;338

we write |K (k)| for the length of the version list K (k), and K (k, i) for the ith version of k in339

kv-store K.340

6 We use the notation A 3 a to denote that elements of A are ranged over by a and its variants a′, a1, · · ·.
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We assume that the version list of each key has an initialisation version carrying the341

initialisation value v0, written by the initialisation transaction t0 with an initial empty reader342

set. We focus on kv-stores whose consistency model satisfies the snapshot property, ensuring343

that a transaction reads and writes at most one version for each key:344

∀k, i, j. (rs(K (k, i)) ∩ rs(K (k, j)) 6= ∅ ∨ w(K (k, i)) = w(K (k, j)))⇒ i = j (snapshot)345346

347 This is a standard assumption for distributed databases, e.g. in [3, 4, 6, 8, 21, 33, 38, 42].348

Finally, we assume that the kv-store agrees with the session order of clients, in that a client349

cannot read a version of a key that has been written by a future transaction within the same350

session, and the order in which versions are written by a client must agree with its session351

order, i.e. for any k, i, j, t, t′:352

t = w(K (k, i)) ∧ t′ ∈ rs(K (k, i))⇒ (t′, t) /∈ SO ? (wr-so)353

t = w(K (k, i)) ∧ t′ = w(K (k, j)) ∧ i < j ⇒ (t′, t) /∈ SO ? (ww-so)354355

356 A kv-store is well-formed if it satisfies these assumptions. Henceforth, we assume kv-stores357

are well-formed, and let KVS denote the set of well-formed kv-stores.358

A global kv-store provides an abstract centralised description of updates associated with359

distributed kv-stores that is complete in that no update has been lost in the description. By360

contrast, in both replicated and partitioned distributed databases, a client may have incom-361

plete information about updates distributed between machines. We model this incomplete362

information by defining a client view, or just view, of the kv-store which provides a partial363

record of the updates observed by a client. We require that a client view be atomic in that364

it can see either all or none of the updates of a transaction. This client view was partly365

inspired by the views of the ‘promising’ C11 operational semantics [28].366

I Definition 2 (Views). A view of a kv-store K ∈ KVS is a function u ∈ Views (K) ,367

Key→ P(N) such that, for all i, i′, k, k′:368

0 ∈ u (k) ∧ (i ∈ u (k)⇒ 0 ≤ i < |K (k)|) (in-range)369

i ∈ u (k) ∧ w(K (k, i))=w(K (k′, i′))⇒ i′ ∈ u (k′) (atomic)370
371

372 Given two views u, u′ ∈ Views (K), the order between them is defined by u v u′ def⇔ ∀k ∈373

dom(K). u (k) ⊆ u′(k). The set of views is Views ,
⋃
K∈KVS Views (K). The initial view,374

u0, is defined by u0(k) = {0} for every k ∈ Key.375

Our operational semantics updates configurations, which are pairs comprising a kv-store376

and a function describing the views of a finite set of clients.377

I Definition 3 (Configurations). A configuration, Γ ∈ Conf, is a pair (K,U) with K ∈ KVS378

and U : ClientID fin−⇀ Views (K). The set of initial configurations, Conf0 ⊆ Conf, contains379

configurations of the form (K0,U0), where K0 is the initial kv-store defined by K0(k) ,380

(v0, t0, ∅) for all k ∈ Key.381

Given a configuration (K,U) and a client cl, if u = U (cl) is defined then, for each k,382

the configuration determines the sub-list of versions in K that cl sees. If i, j ∈ u (k) and383

i < j, then cl sees the values carried by versions K (k, i) and K (k, j), and it also sees that384

the version K (k, j) is more up-to-date than K (k, i). It is therefore possible to associate a385

snapshot with the view u, which identifies, for each key k, the last version included in the386

view. This definition assumes that the database satisfies the last-write-wins resolution policy,387

employed by many distributed key-value stores. However, our formalism can be adapted388

straightforwardly to capture other resolution policies.389
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I Definition 4 (View Snapshots). Given K ∈ KVS and u ∈ Views (K), the view snapshot of390

u in K is a function, snapshot (K, u) : Key→ Value, defined by:391

snapshot (K, u) , λk. val(K (k,max<(u (k))))392

393 where max<(u (k)) is the maximum element in u (k) under the natural order < on N.394

When clear from the context, we simply refer to a view snapshot as a snapshot.395

3.2 Operational Semantics396

Core Programming Language We assume a language of expressions built from values v and397

program variables x, defined by: E ::= v | x | E + E | · · ·. The evaluation JEKs of expression E398

is parametric in the client-local stack s: JvKs , v JxKs , s(x) JE1 + E2Ks , JE1Ks+ JE2Ks · · ·.399

A program P comprises a finite number of clients, where each client is associated with a400

unique identifier cl ∈ ClientID, and executes a sequential command C, defined by:401

C ::= skip |Cp |
[
T
]
|C ; C |C + C |C ∗ Cp ::= x := E |assume (E)402

T ::= skip |Tp |T ; T |T + T |T ∗ Tp ::= Cp |x := [E] | [E] := E403404

405 Sequential commands (C) comprise skip, primitive commands (Cp), atomic transactions406

(
[
T
]
), and standard compound constructs: sequential composition (;), non-deterministic407

choice (+) and iteration (∗). Primitive commands include variable assignment (x := E) and408

assume statements (assume (E)) which can be used to encode conditionals. They are used for409

computations based on client-local variables and can hence be invoked without restriction.410

Transactional commands (T) comprises skip, primitive transactional commands (Tp), and411

the standard compound constructs. Primitive transactional commands comprise primitive412

commands as well as lookup (x := [E]) and mutation ([E] := E) used, respectively, to read413

and write a single key to a kv-store, and can only be invoked within an atomic transaction.414

A program P is a finite partial function from client identifiers to sequential commands.415

For clarity, we often write C1 ‖ . . . ‖ Cn for a program with n clients identified by cl1 . . . cln,416

with each client cli executing Ci. Each client cli is associated with a client-local stack,417

si ∈ Stack , Var→ Value, mapping program variables (ranged over by x, y, · · ·) to values.418

Transactional Semantics In our operational semantics, transactions are executed atomically.419

It is still possible for an implementation, e.g. COPS [33], to update the underlying distributed420

kv-stores while the transaction is in progress. It just means that, given the abstractions421

captured by our global kv-stores and partial client views, such an update is modelled as422

an instantaneous atomic update. Intuitively, given a configuration Γ=(K,U), when a client423

cl executes a transaction
[
T
]
, it performs the following steps: (1) it constructs an initial424

snapshot σ of K using its view U (cl) as described in Definition 4; (2) it executes T in isolation425

over σ accumulating the effects (the reads and writes) of executing T; and (3) it commits T426

by incorporating these effects into K.427

I Definition 5 (Transactional snapshots). A transactional snapshot, σ ∈ Snapshot , Key→428

Value, is a function from keys to values.429

When clear from the context, we simply refer to a transactional snapshot as a snapshot.430

The rules for transactional commands (Figure 3) are defined using an arbitrary transac-431

tional snapshot. The rules for sequential commands and programs (Figure 4) are defined432

using a transactional snapshot given by a view snapshot. To capture the effects of executing433

a transaction T on a snapshot σ of kv-store K, we identify a fingerprint of T on σ which434

captures the first values T reads from σ, and the last values T writes to σ and intends to435

commit to K. Execution of a transaction in a given configuration and variable stack may436

result in more than one fingerprint due to non-determinism (non-deterministic choice).437
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TPrimitive
(s, σ)

Tp (s′, σ′) o = op (s, σ, Tp)
(s, σ,F), Tp  (s′, σ′,F <C o), skip

F <C (R, k, v) ,

{
F ∪ {(R, k, v)} if ∀l, v′. (l, k, v′) /∈F
F otherwise

F <C (W, k, v) , (F\{(W, k, v′) | v′ ∈ Value})∪{(W, k, v)}
F <C ε , F

(s, σ) x:=E (s [x 7→ JEKs] , σ) (s, σ) assume(E) (s, σ) where JEKs 6= 0

(s, σ) x:=[E] (s [x 7→ σ (JEKs)] , σ) (s, σ) [E1]:=E2 (s, σ [JE1Ks 7→ JE2Ks])

op (s, σ, x := E) , ε op (s, σ, assume (E)) , ε
op (s, σ, x := [E]) , (R, JEKs, σ (JEKs)) op (s, σ, [E1] := E2) , (W, JE1Ks, JE2Ks)

Figure 3 The semantics of transactional commands
CPrimitive

s
Cp
s′

cl ` (K, u, s), Cp
(cl,ι)−−−→ET (K, u, s′), skip

s x:=E s [x 7→ JEKs]

s
assume(E)

s where JEKs 6= 0

CAtomicTrans
u v u′′ σ = snapshot (K, u′′) (s, σ, ∅), T ∗ (s′,_,F), skip canCommitET (K, u′′,F)

t ∈ NextTxID (cl,K) K′ = UpdateKV (K, u′′,F , t) vShiftET (K, u′′,K′, u′)

cl ` (K, u, s),
[
T
] (cl,u′′,F)−−−−−−→ET (K′, u′, s′), skip

PProg
u = U (cl) s = E (cl) C = P (cl) cl ` (K, u, s), C λ−→ET (K′, u′, s′), C′

` (K,U , E), P λ−→ET (K′,U [cl 7→ u′] , E [cl 7→ s′]), P [cl 7→ C′])
Figure 4 The semantics of sequential commands and programs

I Definition 6 (Fingerprints). Let Op denote the set of read (R) and write (W) operations438

defined by Op , {(l, k, v) | l ∈ {R, W} ∧ k ∈ Key ∧ v ∈ Value}. A fingerprint F is a set of439

operations, F ⊆ Op, such that: ∀k ∈ Key, l ∈ {R, W} . (l, k, v1), (l, k, v2) ∈ F ⇒ v1 = v2.440

A fingerprint contains at most one read operation and at most one write operation for a441

given key. This reflects our assumption regarding transactions that satisfy the snapshot442

property: reads are taken from a single snapshot of the kv-store; and only the last write of a443

transaction to each key is committed to the kv-store.444

The rule for primitive transactional commands, TPrimitive, is given in Figure 3. The445

rules for the compound constructs are straightforward and given in [46]. The TPrimitive446

rule updates the snapshot and the fingerprint of a transaction: the premise (s, σ)
Tp (s′, σ′)447

describes how executing Tp affects the local state (the client stack and the snapshot) of448

a transaction; and the premise o = op (s, σ, Tp) identifies the operation on the kv-store449

associated with Tp, where the empty operation ε is used for those primitive commands that450

do not contribute to the fingerprint.451

The conclusion of TPrimitive uses the combination operator <C : P(Op)× (Op]{ε})→452

P(Op), defined in Figure 3, to extend the fingerprint F accumulated with operation o453

associated with Tp, as appropriate: it adds a read from k if F contains no entry for k, and it454

always updates the write for k to F , removing previous writes to k.455

Command and Program Semantics We give the operational semantics of commands456

and programs in Figure 4. The command semantics describes transitions of the form457

cl ` (K, u, s), C λ−→ET (K′, u′, s′), C′ stating that, given the kv-store K, client view u and458

stack s, a client cl may execute command C for one step, updating the kv-store to K′, the459

stack to s′, the view to u′ and the command to its continuation C′. The label λ is either460
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of the form (cl, ι) denoting that cl executed a primitive command that required no access461

to K, or (cl, u′′,F) denoting that cl committed an atomic transaction with final fingerprint462

F under the view u′′. The semantics is parametric in the choice of the execution test ET,463

which is used to generate the consistency model under which a transaction can execute. In464

Section 4, we give several examples of execution tests for well-known consistency models. In465

[46], we prove that the consistency models generated by our execution tests are equivalent to466

their corresponding existing definitions using abstract executions.467

The rules for compound constructs are straightforward and given in [46]. The rule for468

primitive commands, CPrimitive, depends on the transition system
Cp ⊆ Stack× Stack469

which describes how the primitive command Cp affects the stack. The CAtomicTrans rule470

describes the execution of an atomic transaction under the execution test ET.471

We explain the CAtomicTrans rule in detail. The first premise states that the current472

view u of the executing command may be advanced to a newer view u′′ (see Definition 2).473

Given the new view u′′, the transaction obtains a snapshot σ of the kv-store K, and executes474

T locally to completion (skip), updating the stack to s′, while accumulating the fingerprint F ,475

as described by the second and third premises of CAtomicTrans. Note that the resulting476

snapshot is ignored as the effect of the transaction is recorded in the fingerprint F . The477

canCommitET (K, u′′,F) premise ensures that, under the execution test ET, the final fingerprint478

F of the transaction is compatible with the (original) kv-store K and the client view u′′,479

and thus the transaction can commit. Observe that the canCommit check is parametric in480

the execution test ET. This is because the conditions checked upon committing depend on481

the consistency model under which the transaction is to commit. In Section 4, we define482

canCommit for several execution tests associated with well-known consistency models.483

Client cl is now ready to commit the transaction resulting in the kv-store K′ with the484

client view u′′ shifting to a new view u′ and proceeds as follows: (1) it picks a fresh transaction485

identifier t ∈ NextTxID (cl,K); (2) computes the new kv-store K′ = UpdateKV(K, u′′,F , t;486

and (3) checks if the view shift is permitted under ET using vShiftET (K, u′′,K′, u′). Note487

that as with canCommit, the vShift check is parametric in the execution test ET. This488

is because the conditions checked for shifting the client view depend on the consistency489

model. In Section 4 we define vShift for several execution tests associated with well-known490

consistency models. The set NextTxID (cl,K) is given by: {tncl | ∀m. tmcl ∈ K ⇒ m < n}.491

The function UpdateKV (K, u,F , t) describes how the fingerprint F of transaction t executed492

under view u updates kv-store K: for each read (R, k, v) ∈ F , it adds t to the reader set of493

the last version of k in u; for each write (W, k, v), it appends a new version (v, t, ∅) to K (k).494

The function UpdateKV is well-formed, because a fingerprint contains at most one write495

operation and one read operation for a given key (see [46] for the full details).496

I Definition 7 (Transactional update). The function UpdateKV (K, u,F , t) is defined as:497

UpdateKV (K, u, ∅, t) , K498

UpdateKV (K, u, {(R, k, v)} ] F , t) , let i = max<(u (k)) and (v, t′, T ) = K (k, i) in
UpdateKV

(
K
[
k 7→ K (k)

[
i 7→ (v, t′, T ] {t})

]]
, u,F , t

)499

UpdateKV (K, u, {(W, k, v)} ] F , t) , let K′ = K [k 7→ K (k) :: (v, t, ∅)] in UpdateKV
(
K′, u,F , t

)
500
501

502 where V [i 7→ ν] , ν0 :: · · · :: νi−1 :: ν :: νi+1 :: · · · :: νn for all version lists V = ν0 :: · · · :: νn and503

indexes i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n.504

The last rule, PProg (Figure 4), captures the execution of a program step using a client505

environment, E ∈ CEnv, which is a function from client identifiers to stacks associating each506

client with its stack. We assume that the domain of a client environment contains the domain507
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of the program throughout the execution: dom(P) ⊆ dom(E). Program transitions are simply508

defined in terms of the transitions of their constituent client commands. This yields an509

interleaving semantics for transactions of different clients: a client executes a transaction in510

an atomic step without interference from the other clients.511

4 Consistency Models Using Execution Tests on Kv-stores512

We define what it means for a kv-store to be in a consistent state. Many different consistency513

models for distributed databases have been proposed in the literature, e.g. [3, 6, 8, 21, 32, 33,514

38, 42], which capture different trade-offs between performance and application correctness.515

Example consistency models range from serialisability, a strong model which only allows kv-516

stores obtained from a serial execution of transactions with inevitable performance drawbacks,517

to eventual consistency, a weak model which imposes few conditions on the structure of518

kv-stores, leading to good performance but anomalous behaviours. We define consistency519

models for our kv-stores, by introducing the notion of an execution test, specifying whether a520

client is allowed to commit a transaction in a given kv-store. An execution test ET induces a521

consistency model as the set of kv-stores obtained by having clients non-deterministically522

commit transactions, so long as the constraints imposed by ET are satisfied. We explore a523

range of execution tests associated with well-known consistency models in the literature. In524

[46], we demonstrate that our operational definitions of consistency models over kv-stores525

using execution tests are equivalent to the established declarative definitions of consistency526

models over abstract executions [9, 11].527

IDefinition 8 (Execution tests). An execution test, ET, is a set of tuples, ET ⊆ KVS×Views×528

Fp×KVS×Views, such that for all (K, u,F ,K′, u′)∈ET: (1) u∈Views (K) and u′∈Views (K′);529

(2) canCommitET (K, u,F); (3) vShiftET (K, u,K′, u′); and (4) for all k∈K and v∈Value,530

if (R, k, v)∈F then K (k,max<(u (k))) =v.531

Intuitively, (K, u,F ,K′, u′) ∈ ET means that, under the execution test ET, a client with532

initial view u over kv-store K can commit a transaction with fingerprint F to obtain the533

resulting kv-store K′ (given by Definition 7) while shifting its view to u′. Note that the last534

condition in Definition 8 enforces the last-write-wins policy [45]: a transaction always reads535

the most recent writes from the initial view u.536

I Definition 9 (Consistency models). The consistency model induced by an execution test537

ET is defined as: CM(ET) ,
{
K
∣∣ ∃K0,U0, E , P. (K0,U0, E), P _−→∗ET (K,_,_),_

}
.538

The largest execution test is denoted by ET>, where for all K,K′, u, u,F :539

canCommitET> (K, u,F) def⇔ true and vShiftET>

(
K, u,K′, u′

) def⇔ true540

541 The consistency model induced by ET> corresponds to the Read Atomic model [4], a542

variant of Eventual Consistency [9] for atomic transactions.543

We present several examples of execution tests which give rise to consistency models on544

kv-stores. Recall that the snapshot property and the last-write-wins policy are hard-wired545

in our framework. As such, we can only define consistency models that satisfy these two546

constraints. Although this prohibits interesting consistency models such as Read Committed,547

we can express a large number of consistency models employed by distributed kv-stores.548

Notation Given relations r, r′ ⊆ A× A, we write: r ?, r+ and r∗ for the reflexive, transitive549

and reflexive-transitive closures of r, respectively; r−1 for the inverse of r; a1
r−→ a2 for550

(a1, a2) ∈ r; and r; r′ for {(a1, a2) | ∃a. (a1, a) ∈ r ∧ (a, a2) ∈ r′}.551
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ti

tj

t

WR

WW
RW

Figure 5 An example of dependencies between transactions with respect to the time line of the
starts and commits of these transactions (dashed line being able to stretched)

Recall that an execution test ET is a tuple (K, u,F ,K′, u′) such that canCommitET (K, u,F)552

and vShiftET (K, u,K′, u′) hold (Definition 8). We proceed with several auxiliary definitions553

that allow us to define canCommit and vShift for several consistency models.554

Prefix Closure The set of visible transactions of a kv-store K and a view u is: visTx (K, u) ,555

{w (K (k, i)) | i ∈ u (k)}. Given a relation on transactions, R ⊆ TxID × TxID, a view u is556

closed with respect to a kv-store K and R, written closed (K, u,R), if and only if:557

visTx (K, u) =
(
(R∗)−1 (visTx (K, u))

)
\ {t | ∀k ∈ K, i. t 6= w (K (k, i))}558

That is, if transaction t is visible in u (t ∈ visTx (K, u)), then all transactions t′ that are559

R∗-before t (t′ ∈ (R∗)−1 (t)) and are not read-only t′ /∈ {t′′ | ∀k, i. t′′ 6= w (K (k, i))} are also560

visible in u (t′ ∈ visTx (K, u)).561

Dependency Relations We next define transactional dependency relations for kv-stores.562

Figure 7a illustrates an example kv-store and its transactional dependency relations. Given563

a kv-store K, a key k and indexes i, j such that 0 ≤ i < j < |K (k)|, if there exists ti, Ti, t564

such that K (k, i) =(_, ti, Ti), K (k, j) =(_, tj ,_) and t ∈ Ti, then for every key k:565

(1) there is a Write-Read dependency from ti to t, written (ti, t) ∈WRK (k), which intuitively566

means that ti commits before t starts, as depicted in Figure 5;567

(2) there is a Write-Write dependency from ti to tj , written (ti, tj) ∈ WWK (k), which568

intuitively means that ti commits before tj commits, as depicted in Figure 5; and569

(3) if t6=tj , then there is a Read-Write anti-dependency from t to tj , written (t, tj)∈RWK (k),570

which intuitively means that t starts before tj commits, as depicted in Figure 5.571

In centralised databases, where there is a global notion of time, these dependency relations572

can be determined by the start and commit time of transaction as in Figure 5. However,573

in general, there is no global notion of time in distributed databases. In such settings, the574

write-read dependency WR is induced when a transaction reads from another transaction; the575

write-write dependency WW is given by the last-write-wins resolution policy, ordering the576

transactions that write to the same key; and the read-write anti-dependency RW is derived577

from WR and WW: if (t, t′) ∈ WR and (t, t′′) ∈ WW, then (t′, t′′) ∈ RW. We adopt the578

same names as the dependency relations of dependency graphs [1] to underline the similarity.579

However, our relations here do not depend on those relations in dependency graphs.580

We give several definitions of execution tests using vShift and canCommit in Figure 6.581

Monotonic Reads (MR) This consistency model states that, when committing, a client582

cannot lose information in that it can only see increasingly more up-to-date versions from a583

kv-store. This prevents, for example, the kv-store of Figure 7b, since client cl first reads the584

latest version of k in t1cl, and then reads the older, initial version of k in t2cl. As such, the585

vShiftMR predicate in Figure 6 ensures that clients can only extend their views. When this is586

the case, clients can always commit their transactions, and thus canCommitMR is simply true.587
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ET canCommitET (K, u,F) , closed(K, u, RET) vShiftET (K, u,K′, u′)
MR true u v u′

RYW true ∀t ∈ K′ \ K. ∀k, i. (w(K′(k, i)), t) ∈ SO ? ⇒ i∈u′(k)
CC RCC , SO ∪WRK vShiftMR∩RYW (K, u,K′, u′)
UA RUA ,

⋃
(W,k,_)∈FWW−1

K (k) true
PSI RPSI , RUA ∪RCC ∪WWK vShiftMR∩RYW (K, u,K′, u′)
CP RCP , SO; RW?

K ∪WRK; RW?
K ∪WWK vShiftMR∩RYW (K, u,K′, u′)

SI RSI , RUA ∪RCP ∪ (WWK; RWK) vShiftMR∩RYW (K, u,K′, u′)
SER RSER ,WW−1

K true
Figure 6 Execution tests of consistency models defined by canCommit and vShift predicates,

where SO is as given in Section 3.1.

k1 7→
t0

{t1}

t2

∅
WR

WW

RW

(a) Dependencies of kv-stores

k1 7→ v0
t0{
t2cl
} v1

t1{
t1cl
}

(b) Disallowed by MR

k1 7→ v0
t0{
t1cl, t

2
cl

} v1
t1cl

∅
v1

t2cl

∅

(c) Disallowed by RYW

k 7→ v0
t0

{t, t′}
v1

t

∅
v1

t′

∅

(d) Disallowed by UA

k1 7→ v0
t0

{t}
v1

t1cl

∅
k2 7→ v0

t0

∅
v2

t2cl

{t1cl′}
k3 7→ v0

t0

∅
v3

t2cl′

{t}

(e) Disallowed by CC

k1 7→ v0
t0

∅
v1

t1cl

∅
v2

t1cl′

{t}
k2 7→ v0

t0

{t}
v3

t1cl

∅

(f) Allowed by CC and UA but not PSI

k1 7→ v0
t0{
t2cl2
} v1

t{
t1cl1
} k2 7→ v0

t0{
t2cl1
} v1

t′{
t1cl2
}

(g) Long fork, disallowed by CP

k1 7→ v0
t0

{t4}
v1

t1

∅
v2

t2

∅
k2 7→ v0

t0

{t2}
v3

t3

{t4}
v4

t4

∅

(h) Allowed by UA and CP but not SI

k1 7→ v0
t0

{t2}
v1

t1

∅
k2 7→ v0

t0

{t1}
v2

t2

∅

(i) Write skew, disallowed by SER
Figure 7 Behaviours disallowed under different consistency models. Figure 7a shows the depend-

encies of transactions in kv-stores (values omitted).

Read Your Writes (RYW) This consistency model states that a client must always see all the588

versions written by the client itself. The vShiftRYW predicate thus states that after executing589

a transaction, a client contains all the versions it wrote in its view. This ensures that such590

versions will be included in the view of the client when committing future transactions. Note591

that under RYW the kv-store in Figure 7c is prohibited as the initial version of k holds value592

v0 and client cl tries to update the value of k twice. For its first transaction t1cl, it reads the593

initial value v0 and then writes a new version with value v1. For its second transaction t2cl,594

it reads the initial value v0 again and writes a new version with value v1. The vShiftRYW595

predicate rules out this example by requiring the client view after committing t1cl to include596

the version it wrote. When this is the case, clients can always commit their transactions,597

and thus canCommitRYW is simply true.598

The MR and RYW models, together with the monotonic writes (MW) and write follows reads599

(WFR) models, are collectively known as session guarantees. Due to space constraints, the600

definitions associated with MW and WFR are given in [46].601

We now give the definitions of well-known consistency models in distributed data-602

bases, including CC [9, 33, 40], PSI [3, 42], SI [6] and SER [37]. The vShift relation603

for these consistency models, given in Figure 6, is simply vShiftMR∩RYW(K, u.K′, u′) =604

vShiftMR(K, u.K′, u′) ∩ vShiftRYW(K, u.K′, u′). The canCommitET (K, u,F) relation is defined605

by canCommitET (K, u,F) , closed(K, u,RET) where RET is given for each exection test in606

Figure 6 as a combination of SO and the dependency relations. We use two less-known607
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consistency models, update atomic (UA) and consistent prefix (CP). In [7, 10, 11], the definition608

of SI on abstract executions can be separated into the conjunction of UA and CP. Similarly,609

the definition of PSI on abstract executions can be separated into the conjunction of UA and610

CC [11]. Interestingly, this is not quite the case for the consistency definitions presented here.611

Causal Consistency (CC) This model states that, if a client view includes a version ν612

written by t prior to committing a transaction, then it must also include the versions which613

t observes. Clearly, t observes all versions that t reads. Moreover, t observes all previous614

transactions from the same client. This is captured by canCommitCC in Figure 6, defined as615

closed(K, u,RCC) with RCC , SO∪WRK. For example, the kv-store of Figure 7e is disallowed616

by CC: the k3 version with value v3 depends on the k1 version with value v1. However, t617

must have been committed by a client whose view included v3 of k3, but not v1 of k1.618

Update Atomic (UA) This consistency model has been proposed in [11] and implemented619

in [32]. UA disallows concurrent transactions writing to the same key, a property known620

as write-conflict freedom: when two transactions write to the same key, one must see the621

version written by the other. Write-conflict freedom is enforced by canCommitUA which allows622

a client to write to key k only if its view includes all versions of k, i.e. its view is closed with623

respect to the WW−1 (k) relation for all keys k written in the fingerprint F . This prevents624

the kv-store of Figure 7d, as t and t′ concurrently increment the initial version of k by 1. As625

client views must include the initial versions, once t commits a new version ν with value v1626

to k, then t′ must include ν in its view as there is a WW edge from the initial version to ν.627

As such, when t′ increments k, it must read from ν and not the initial version.628

Parallel Snapshot Isolation (PSI) This consistency model states that: (1) if a client view629

includes a version ν written by t prior to committing a transaction, then it must also include630

the versions that t observes; and (2) there are no write-conflicts.631

On abstract executions, where there is a total order over transactions, PSI can be formally632

defined as the composition of CC and UA [11]. By contrast, it is not possible to define633

canCommitPSI as the conjunction of the canCommitCC and canCommitUA relations. This is for634

two reasons. First, the conjunction would only mandate that u be closed with respect to635

RCC and RUA individually, but not with respect to their union. Recall that closure is defined636

in terms of the transitive closure of a given relation and thus the closure of RCC and RUA637

is smaller than the closure of RCC ∪ RUA. As such, we define canCommitPSI as closure with638

respect to RPSI which includes RCC ∪ RUA. Second, recall that CC requires that if a client639

view includes a version ν written by t′ prior to committing a transaction, then it must also640

include the versions which t′ observes. For example, the view of the client of transaction t in641

Figure 7f must include versions written by t0 and t1cl′ , satisfying canCommitCC. Also, recall642

that UA requires that if a transaction writes to a key k then it must observe all previous643

versions of k. For example, the client cl′ that writes the third version of k1 in Figure 7f must644

observe t1cl, satisfying canCommitUA. However, although the client of transaction t observes645

t1cl′ , it is not able to observe t1cl using the combination of CC and UA. This is fixed by including646

the the write-write dependency relation WWK (e.g. (t1cl, t1cl′) ∈ WWK) in RPSI. Note that647

Figure 7f shows an example kv-store that satisfies canCommitCC and canCommitUA, but not648

canCommitPSI. Under PSI, the view of the client of t should include the versions written by649

t1cl, and therefore read v3 for key k2.650

Consistent Prefix (CP) If the total order in which transactions commit is known, then CP651

can be described as a strengthening of CC [14]: if a client sees the versions written by a652

transaction t, then it must also see all versions written by transactions that commit before t.653
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Although kv-stores only provide partial information about the order of transaction commits,654

this is sufficient to formalise CP.655

We can approximate the order in which transactions commit using WRK,WWK,RWK and656

SO. This approximation is perhaps best understood in terms of an idealised implementation657

of CP on a centralised system, where the snapshot of a transaction is determined at its658

start point and its effects are made visible to future transactions at its commit point. In659

this implementation, if (t, t′) ∈WR, then t must commit before t′ starts, and hence before660

t′ commits. Similarly, if (t, t′) ∈ SO, then t commits before t′ starts, and thus before t′661

commits. Recall that, if (t′′, t′) ∈ RW, then t′′ reads a version that is later overwritten by662

t′, i.e. t′′ cannot see the write of t′, and thus t′′ must start before t′ commits. As such, if663

t commits before t′′ starts ((t, t′′) ∈ WR or (t, t′′) ∈ SO), and (t′′, t′) ∈ RW, then t must664

commit before t′ commits. In other words, if (t, t′) ∈ WR; RW or (t, t′) ∈ SO; RW, then t665

commits before t′. Finally, if (t, t′) ∈ WW, then t must commit before t′. We therefore666

define RCP , (WRK; RW?
K ∪ SO; RW?

K ∪WW), approximating the order in which transactions667

commit. As shown in [14], the set (R+
CP)−1(t) contains all transactions that must be observed668

by t under CP. We thus define canCommitCP by requiring closure with respect to RCP.669

The CP model disallows the long fork anomaly in Figure 7g, where cl1 and cl2 observe670

the updates to k1 and k2 in different orders. Assuming without loss of generality that671

t2cl1 commits before t2cl2 , then cl2 sees the k1 version with value v0 before committing t2cl2 .672

However, as tWRK−−−→t1cl1
SO−→t2cl1

RW−−→t′WR−−→t1cl2 and t2cl2 must see the versions written by t1cl2 before673

committing, then t2cl2 must also see the k1 version with value v2, leading to a contradiction.674

Snapshot Isolation (SI) On abstract executions, where there is a total order over transac-675

tions, SI can be defined as the composition of CP and UA. However, as with PSI, we cannot676

define canCommitSI as the conjunction of their associated canCommit predicates. Rather,677

we define canCommitSI as closure with respect to RSI which includes RCP ∪ RUA. Observe678

that Figure 7h shows an example kv-store that satisfies canCommitUA and canCommitCP, but679

not canCommitSI. Additionally, we include WW; RW in RSI. This is because, when the680

centralised CP implementation (discussed before) is strengthened with write-conflict freedom,681

then a write-write dependency between transactions t and t′ does not only mandate that t682

commit before t′ commits, but also before t′ starts. Consequently, if (t, t′) ∈WW; RW, then683

t must commit before t′ does.684

(Strict) serialisability (SER) Serialisability is the strongest consistency model in settings685

that abstract from aborted transactions, requiring that transactions execute in a total686

sequential order. The canCommitSER thus allows clients to commit transactions only when687

their view of the kv-store is complete, i.e. the client view is closed with respect to WW−1.688

This requirement prevents the kv-store in Figure 7i: if, without loss of generality, t1 commits689

before t2, then the client committing t2 must see the k1 version written by t1, and thus690

cannot read the outdated value v0 for k1.691

Weak Snapshot Isolation (WSI): A New Consistency Model Kv-stores and execution692

tests are useful for investigating new consistency models. One example is the consistency693

model induced by combining CP and UA, which we refer to as Weak Snapshot Isolation (WSI).694

Because WSI is stronger than CP and UA by definition, it forbids all the anomalies forbidden695

by these consistency models, e.g. the long fork (Figure 7g) and the lost update (Figure 7d).696

Moreover, WSI is strictly weaker than SI. As such, WSI allows all SI anomalies, e.g. the697

write skew (Figure 7i), and further allows behaviours not allowed under SI such as that698

in Figure 7h. The kv-store K is reachable by executing transactions t1, t2, t3 and t4 in699

order. In particular, t4 is executed using u={k1 7→ {0}, k2 7→ {0, 1}}. However, K is not700
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reachable under ETSI. This is because t4 cannot be executed using u under SI: t4 reads the701

k2 version written by t3; but as (t2, t3) ∈ RW and (t1, t2) ∈WW, then u should contain the702

k1 version written by t1, contradicting the fact that t4 reads the initial version of k1. The703

two consistency models are very similar in that many applications that are correct under SI704

are also correct under WSI. We give examples of such applications in Section 5.2.705

Correctness of ET Our definitions of consistency models over kv-stores and client views706

are equivalent to well-known definitions of consistency models over abstract executions [11],707

and hence over dependency graphs [14]. Given a model M in Figure 6, let CM(ETM ) denote708

the consistency model induced by execution test ETM of M . For example, when M = CC,709

then CM(ETCC) denotes the consistency model induced by execution test ETCC of CC. Also, let710

CM(AM ) denote the consistency model of M defined on abstract excutions, induced by the711

set of axioms AM [11]. For example, when M = CC, then CM(ACC) denotes the consistency712

mode of CC induced by the CC axioms on abstract executions.713

I Theorem 10. For all consistency models M in Figure 6, CM(ETM ) = CM(AM ).714

The full proof is given in [46], where we define an intermediate operational semantics715

on abstract executions parametrised by axioms, and each step corresponds to an atomic716

transaction. This is in contrast to [35] which defines a more fine-grained operational semantics.717

5 Applications718

We use our operational semantics to verify distributed protocols (Section 5.1) and prove719

invariants of transactional libraries (Section 5.2).720

5.1 Application: Verifying Database Protocols721

Kv-stores and client views faithfully abstract the state of geo-replicated and partitioned data-722

bases, and execution tests provide a powerful abstraction of the synchronisation mechanisms723

enforced by these databases when committing a transaction. This makes it possible to use724

our semantics to verify the correctness of distributed database protocols. We demonstrate725

this by showing that the replicated database, COPS [33], satisfies CC. We refer the reader to726

[46] for the full details. In [46], we also apply the same method to verify that Clock-SI [21],727

a partitioned database, satisfiesSI.728

COPS Protocol COPS is a fully replicated database, with each replica storing multiple729

versions of each key as shown in Figure 8a. Each COPS version ν such as (k1, v1, (t1, r1), ∅)730

in Figure 8a, contains a key (k1), a value (v1), a unique time-stamp (t1, r1) denoting when a731

client first wrote the version to the replica, and a set of dependencies (∅), written deps (ν).732

The time-stamp associated with a version ν has the form (t, r), where r identifies the replica733

that committed ν, and t denotes the local time when r committed ν. Each dependency in734

deps (ν) comprises a key and the time-stamp of the versions on which ν directly depends. We735

define the DEP relation, (t, r) DEP−−−→(t′, r′), to denote that the version with time-stamp (t, r)736

is included in the dependency set of the version with time-stamp (t′, r′). COPS assumes a737

total order over replica identifiers. As such, versions can be totally ordered lexicographically.738

The COPS API provides two operations: (1) put (k, v) for writing to a single key k;739

and (2) read (K) for atomically reading from a set of keys K. Operations from a client are740

processed by a single replica. Each client maintains a context, which is a set of dependencies741

tracking the versions the client observes.742
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(k1, v0, (t0, r0), ∅) (k2, v0, (t0, r0), ∅)

(k1, v1, (t1, r1), ∅)

r1
(k1, v0, (t0, r0), ∅) (k2, v0, (t0, r0), ∅)

(k1, v
′
1, (t1, r2), ∅) (k2, v

′
2, (t2, r2), {(k1, t1, r2)})

r2

(a) Client cl1 commits a new version of k1 with value v1 to replica r1; other clients commit versions to r2.
The new versions in r1 and r2 have not yet been synchronised.

(k1, v0, (t0, r0), ∅) (k2, v0, (t0, r0), ∅)

(k1, v1, (t1, r1), ∅) (k1, v
′
1, (t1, r2), ∅)

(k2, v
′
2, (t2, r2), {(k1, t1, r2)})

r1

(b) Replica r1 optimistically reads the newest versions for
k1, k2, one by one, during which time it receives synchron-
isation messages from r2.

(k1, v0, (t0, r0), ∅) (k2, v0, (t0, r0), ∅)

(k1, v1, (t1, r1), ∅) (k1, v
′
1, (t1, r2), ∅)

(k2, v
′
2, (t2, r2), {(k1, t1, r2)})

r1

(c) Replica r1 re-fetches a causally consist-
ent snapshot for k1, k2 using the dependency
sets.

Figure 8 COPS protocol

We demonstrate how a COPS client cl interacts with a replica through the following743

example: Pcops , cl : put (k1, v1) ; read ([k1, k2]). For brevity, we assume that there are two744

keys, k1 and k2, and two replicas, r1 and r2, where r1 < r2 (Figure 8a). Initially, client cl745

connects to replica r1 and initialises its local context as ctx=∅. To execute its first single-write746

transaction, cl requests to write v1 to k1 by sending the message (k1, v1, ctx) to its associated747

replica r1 and awaits a reply. Upon receiving the message, r1 produces a monotonically748

increasing local time t1, and uses it to install a new version ν=(k1, v1, (t1, r1), ctx), as shown749

in Figure 8a. Note that the dependency set of ν is the cl context (ctx=∅). Replica r1 then750

sends the time-stamp (t1, r1) back to cl1, and cl1 in turn incorporates (k1, t1, r1) in its local751

context, i.e. cl observes its own write. Finally, r1 propagates the written version to other752

replicas asynchronously by sending a synchronisation message using causal delivery: when753

a replica r′ receives a version ν′ from another replica r, it waits for all ν′ dependencies to754

arrive at r′, and then accepts ν′. As such, the set of versions contained in each replica is755

closed with respect to the DEP relation. In the example above, when other replicas receive ν756

from r1, they can immediately accept ν as deps (ν) =∅. Note that replicas may accept new757

versions from different clients in parallel.758

To execute its second multi-read transaction, client cl requests to read from the k1, k2759

keys by sending the message {k1, k2} to replica r1 and awaits a reply. Upon receiving760

this message, r1 builds a DEP-closed snapshot (a mapping from {k1, k2} to values) in761

two phases as follows. First, r1 optimistically reads the most recent versions for k1 and762

k2, one at a time. This process may be interleaved with other writes and synchron-763

isation messages. For instance, Figure 8b depicts a scenario where r1: (1) first reads764

(k1, v1, (t1, r1), ∅) for k1 (highlighted); (2) then receives two synchronisation messages from r2,765

containing versions (k1, v
′
1, (t1, r2), ∅) and (k2, v

′
2, (t2, r2), {(k1, t1, r2)}); and (3) finally reads766

(k2, v
′
2, (t2, r2), {(k1, t1, r2)}) for k2 (highlighted). As such, the current snapshot for {k1, k2}767

are not DEP-closed: (k2, v
′
2, (t2, r2), {(k1, t1, r2)}) depends on a k1 version with time-stamp768

(t1, r2) which is bigger than (t1, r1) for k1. To remedy this, after the first phase of optimistic769

reads, r1 combines (unions) all dependency sets of the versions from the first phase as a770

re-fetch set, and uses it to re-fetch the most recent version of each key with the biggest771

time-stamp from the union of the re-fetch set and the versions from the first phase. For772

instance, in Figure 8c, replica r1 re-fetches the newer version (k1, v
′
1, (t1, r2), ∅) for k1. Finally,773

the snapshot obtained after the second phase is sent to the client, where it is added to the774

client context. For their specific setting, Lloyd et al. [33] informally argue that the snapshot775

sent to the client is causally consistent. By contrast, in what follows we verify the COPS776

protocol with our general definition of CC.777
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Θ0
cl,r1:(W,k1,(t1,r1))−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Θ1

cl,r1:s−−−−→ Θ2
cl,r1:(R,k1,(t1,r1))−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Θ3

r1:sync−−−−→ Θ4
cl,r1:(R,k2,(t2,r2))−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Θ5
cl,r1:p−−−−→ Θ6

ι−→ Θ7
cl,r1:(R,k1,(t1,r2))−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Θ8

ι′−→ Θ9
cl,r1:(R,k2,(t2,r2))−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Θ10

cl,r1:e−−−−→ · · ·
(a) The COPS trace that produces Figures 8b and 8c

Θ′5
ι−→ Θ′6

ι′−→ Θ′7
cl,r1:p−−−−→ Θ′8

cl,r1:(R,k1,(t1,r2))−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Θ′9
cl,r1:(R,k2,(t2,r2))−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Θ′10

cl,r1:e−−−−→ · · ·
(b) The normalised COPS trace

k1 7→ v0
(t0, r0)

_
v1

(t1, r1)

_
v′1

(t1, r2)

_
k2 7→ v0

(t0, r0)

_
v′2

(t2, r2)

_

cl, u : {k1 7→ {0, 1, 2}, k2 7→ {0, 1}},
F :
{(

R, k1, v
′
1

)
,
(

R, k2, v
′
2

)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

k1 7→ v0
(t0, r0)

_
v1

(t1, r1)

_
v′1

(t1, r2)

_ ∪ {trd}
k2 7→ v0

(t0, r0)

_
v′2

(t2, r2)

_ ∪ {trd}

(c) The step encoding the multi-read transaction depicted above: the kv-store before update encodes
Figure 8a, and the views (highlighted) encoding of the client contexts before and after the update

Figure 9 COPS traces and trace refinement

COPS Verification We define an operational semantics for the COPS protocol, which uses778

fine-grained single reads and writes of a key. Using our semantics, we then show that COPS779

traces can be refined to traces in our semantics using ETCC in three steps: (1) every COPS780

trace can be transferred to an equivalent normalised COPS trace, in which multiple reads of781

a transaction are not interleaved by other transactions; and (2) the normalised COPS trace782

can be refined to a trace in our semantics, in which (3) each step satisfies ETCC.783

The COPS operational semantics describes transitions over abstract states Θ comprising784

a set of replicas, a set of client contexts and a program. For instance, the COPS trace that785

produces Figures 8b and 8c is depicted in Figure 9a, stating that given client cl and replica786

r1, (1) cl writes version (W, k1, (t1, r1)) to r1; (2) cl starts a multi-read transaction (s); (3) cl787

reads (R, k1, (t1, r1)) from r1; (4) r1 receives synchronisation messages (sync); (5) cl reads788

(R, k2, (t2, r2)) from r1; (6) cl enters the second re-fetch phase of the multi-read transaction789

(p); (7) an arbitrary step ι interferes; (8) cl re-fetches version (R, k1, (t1, r2)) from r2 and puts790

it in the snapshot; (9) an arbitrary step ι′ interferes; (10) cl puts the version (R, k2, (t2, r2))791

in the snapshot; and (11) cl reads the values in the snapshot and commits the transaction792

(e).793

Recall that a multi-read transaction does not execute atomically in the replica, as captured794

by multiple read transitions in the trace. For example, steps ι and ι′ in Figure 9a interleave795

the multi-read transaction of cl. Note that the optimistic reads are not observable by the796

client and thus it suffices to show that the reads from the second re-fetch phase are atomic.797

To show this, we normalise the trace as follows. For each multi-read transaction, we move798

the reads in the re-fetch phase to the right towards the return step e, so that they are no799

longer interleaved by others. An example of a normalised trace is given in Figure 9b. In each800

multi-read transaction, the re-fetch phase can only read a version committed before the p801

step. For example, in Figure 9a (top) the multi-read transaction of cl can only read versions802

in Θ5 and before. As such, normalising does not alter the returned versions of transactions.803

After normalisation, transactions in the resulting trace appear to execute atomically.804

We next show that a normalised COPS trace can be refined to a trace in our operational805

semantics. To do this, we encode an abstract COPS state Θ as a configuration in our806

semantics (Figure 9c). We map all the COPS replicas to a single kv-store. The writer of807

a version in the kv-store is uniquely determined by the time-stamp of the corresponding808
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COPS version, while the reader set is given by creating new transaction identifiers for the809

read-only transactions such as the identifier trd in Figure 9c. For example, the COPS state in810

Figure 8a can be encoded as the kv-store depicted in Figure 9c. Since the context of a client811

cl identifies the set of COPS versions that cl sees, we can project COPS client contexts to812

our client views over kv-stores. For example, the contexts of cl before and after committing813

its second multi-read transaction in PCOPS is encoded as the client views depicted in Figure 9c.814

We finally show that every step in the kv-store trace satisfies ETCC. Note that existing815

verification techniques [11, 16] require examining the entire sequence of operations of a816

protocol to show that it implements a consistency model. By contrast, we only need to look817

at how the state evolves after a single transaction is executed. In particular, we check the818

client views over the kv-store. Intuitively, we observe that when a COPS client cl executes a819

transaction then: (1) the cl context grows, and thus we obtain a more up-to-date view of the820

associated kv-store, i.e. vShiftMR holds; (2) the cl context always includes the time-stamp of821

the versions written by itself, and thus the corresponding client view always includes the822

versions cl has written, i.e. vShiftRYW holds and (3) the cl context is always closed to the823

relation DEP, which contains the relation SO ∪WRK, i.e. closed (K, u,RCC) holds. We have824

thus demonstrated that COPS satisfies CC (see [46] for the full details).825

5.2 Application: Invariant Properties of Transactional Libraries826

With our operational semantics, we are able to prove invariant properties of kv-stores, such827

as: the robustness of the single counter library against PSI; the robustness of a multi-counter828

library (Section 2) and the well-known banking library [2] against SI; and the correctness of829

a lock library against UA and hence PSI, even though the lock library is not robust for these830

consistency models. The robustness of the multi-counter and banking library follow from a831

general proof of the robustness of the so-called WSI-safe libraries against WSI, and hence SI.832

Our robustness results are the first to be proved for client sessions, in contrast with static833

analysis techniques for checking robustness [7, 12, 14, 35] that did not support client sessions.834

Single-counter Library: Robustness A transactional library is a set of transactional opera-835

tions, e.g. the counter library, Counter (k) , {Inc (k), Read (k)}, given in Section 2. Client836

programs of the transactional library can access the underlying kv-store using only the837

operations of the library. A transactional library is robust against an execution test ET if, for838

all client programs P of the library, the kv-stores K obtained under ET can also be obtained839

under SER, i.e. given initial kv-store K0, initial view environment U0 and an arbitrary client840

environment E , for any reachable kv-store K such that (K0,U0, E) , P _−→∗ET (K,_,_) ,_, then841

K∈CM(SER). Our robustness results use the following theorem (Theorem 11) that a kv-stores842

obtained under a trace satisfies serialisability if and only if it contains no cycles.843

I Theorem 11. A kv-store K∈CM(SER) iff (SO∪WRK∪WWK∪RWK)+ ∩ Id = ∅.844

I Theorem 12. The single counter library, Counter (k) , {Inc (k), Read (k)} given in845

Section 2, is robust against PSI.846

Proof (sketch). In the single-counter library, Counter (k), a client reads from k by calling847

Read (k), and writes to k by calling Inc (k) which first reads the value of k and subsequently848

increments it by one. As PSI enforces write-conflict freedom (UA), we know that if a849

transaction t updates k (via Inc (k)) and writes version ν to k, then it must have read the850

version of k immediately preceding ν: ∀t, i > 0. t=w(K (k, i))⇒ t ∈ rs(K (k, i−1)). Moreover,851

as PSI enforces monotonic reads (MR), the order in which clients observe the versions of k (via852
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Read (k)) is consistent with the order of versions in K (k). As such, the invariant illustrated853

below always holds (i.e. the kv-store is always has the depicted shape), where {ti}ni=1 and854 ⋃n
i=0 Ti denote disjoint sets of transactions calling Inc (k) and Read (k), respectively:855

(0, t0, T0 ∪ {t1}) :: (1, t1, T1 ∪ {t2}) :: · · ·
:: (n−1, tn−1, Tn−1 ∪ {tn}) :: (n, tn, Tn)

k 7→ 0
t0

T0 ] {t1}
1

t1

T1 ] {t2}
· · ·
· · ·

· · ·
n− 1

tn−1

Tn−1 ] {tn}
n

tn

Tn856

We define the 99K relation depicted above by extending the relation R , SO ∪ {(t, t′) |857

∃i. (t=ti ∧ (t′=ti+1 ∨ t′∈ Ti)) ∨ (t ∈ Ti ∧ t′=ti+1)} to a strict total order (i.e. a total, irre-858

flexive and transitive relation). Note that 99K contains SO ∪ WRK ∪ WWK ∪ RWK and859

thus (SO ∪WRK ∪WWK ∪ RWK)+ is irreflexive, i.e. Counter (k) is robust against PSI. By860

contrast, a multi-counter library on a set of keys K, Counters(K) ,
⋃
k∈K Counter (k), is861

not robust against PSI. Recall from Section 2 that unlike in SER and SI, clients of the862

multi-counter library under PSI can observe the increments on different keys in different863

orders (see Figure 7g). Hence, the multi-counter library is not robust against PSI. J864

WSI-safe Libraries: Robustness Our next task is to show that the multi-counter library865

and the banking library from [2] are robust against SI. We do this by defining the notion866

of WSI-safe transactional libraries, and proving a general robustness result for such libraries867

against WSI, and thus SI. The proof of this general result uses the following two acyclic868

properties of kv-stores, where ET> is the most permissive execution test (Definition 9).869

I Theorem 13. Any kv-store K ∈ CM(ET>) satisfies (SO∪WRK)+ ∩ Id = ∅.870

Proof (sketch). From the definition of CM (Definition 9) we know a kv-store K ∈ CM(ET>)871

must be reachable with a given program. This means that Theorem 13 can be seen as an872

invariant property. We prove it by induction on the length of a trace. For the base case, the873

initial kv-store K0 trivially contains no cycles. For the inductive case, since local computation874

steps do not rely on the kv-store, let us focus on the case where the last transaction step875

has the form: (K,U , E) , P (cl,u,F)−−−−−→ET (K′,U ′, E ′) , P′, where K contains no R , (SO∪WRK)876

cycles by the inductive hypothesis. Let t be the new transaction in K′. We then proceed by877

contradiction and assume that K′ has a R cycle. As K contains no R cycles, this cycle must878

involve t, i.e. t R−→ t1
R−→ · · · R−→ tn

R−→ t, where t1, · · · , tn are distinct. As t is the last879

transaction and t /∈ K, we cannot have t SO−−→ t1. Similarly, all versions written by t have880

empty reader sets, and . thus we cannot have t WRK′−−−−→ t1. This then leads to a contradiction881

as t SO∪WRK′−−−−−−→ t1. Therefore, the new kv-store K′ satisfies (SO∪WRK′)+ ∩ Id = ∅. J882

I Theorem 14. Any kv-store K ∈ CM(ETCP) satisfies ((SO∪WRK); RW?
K)+ ∩ Id = ∅.883

Proof (sketch). We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 13. For the inductive case, consider884

(K,U , E) , P (cl,u,F)−−−−−→ET (K′,U ′, E ′) , P′, where K contains no R , ((SO∪WRK); RW?
K) cycles885

by the inductive hypothesis. Let us then assume K′ has a R cycle which must include the886

new transaction t. There are then two cases as follows where t1, · · · , tn are distinct:887

(1) t R−→ t1
R−→ · · · R−→ tn

R−→ t888

This cycle cannot exist as t is the last transaction in K′. More concretely, as in Theorem 13889

we know we cannot have t SO−−→ t1 or t WRK′−−−−→ t1. For analogous reasons, we cannot have890

t
SO−−→ t′

RWK′−−−−→ t1 or t WRK′−−−−→ t′
RWK′−−−−→ t1, for some transaction t′ ∈ K.891
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k 7→ · · ·
· · ·

· · ·
_

t

T
· · ·
· · ·

· · ·
_

t′

T ′ ] {t′′}
_

t′′

_

(a) t
WR∗
−−−→ t′′ replaces t

WW−−→ t′′

k1 7→ · · ·
· · ·

· · ·
_

_

T ∪ {t}
· · ·
· · ·

· · ·
_

t′

_
k2 7→ · · ·

· · ·

· · ·
_

t

_
· · ·
· · ·

· · ·

(b) t
WW−−→ t′ replaces t

RW−−→ t′ where t has a write
Figure 10 WSI-safety

(2) t1
R−→ · · · R−→ tn

(SO∪WRK′ )−−−−−−−→ t
RWK′−−−−→ t1892

From ETCP the view u of t must contains all versions written by t1, · · · , tn. As such, we893

cannot have t RWK′−−−−→ t1 as by RWK′ we know u is behind the versions written by t1.894

Specific libraries [2, 5, 7] have been shown to be robust against SI by individually checking895

all final results of all their client programs. By contrast, we identify the notion of a WSI-safe896

library and prove that such a library is robust against WSI, and hence SI, by showing that897

the acyclic invariant given in Theorem 11 is preserved by each transition step.898

I Definition 15 (WSI-safe). A library is WSI-safe if and only if, for all its client programs P899

and all kv-stores K, if K is obtained by executing P under WSI7, then for all t, k, i, i′:900

t ∈ rs (K (k, i)) ∧ t 6= w (K (k, i′))⇒ ∀k′, j. t 6= w (K (k′, j)) , (1)901

t 6= t0 ∧ t = w (K (k, i))⇒ ∃j. t ∈ rs (K (k, j)) , (2)902

t 6= t0 ∧ t = w (K (k, i)) ∧ ∃k′, j, j′. t ∈ rs (K (k′, j))⇒ t = w (K (k′, j′)) . (3)903
904

That is, (1) if a transaction t reads from k but does not write to it, then t must be a905

read-only transaction; (2) if t writes to k, then it must also read from it, a property known906

as no-blind writes8; and (3) if t writes to k, then it must also write to all keys it reads from.907

The read-only transactions, satisfying (1), can be reordered to be next to the write that they908

are reading. Their behaviour is, thus, serialisable in that the write they are reading is current.909

Under WSI and SI, transactions satisfying strict no-blind writes (i.e. (2) and (3)) enforce a910

total order over transactions on a key, which is enough to obtain serialisable behaviour.911

It is straightforward to see that the multi-counter library given in Section 2 is WSI-safe;912

we will show that the banking example in [2] is WSI-safe. The example in [7] is WSI-safe.913

In [5], there are many examples of libraries that are shown to be robust against SI: the914

smaller examples are WSI-safe; the larger examples have not been checked.915

I Theorem 16 (WSI robustness). A WSI-safe library is robust against WSI.916

Proof (sketch). Pick a WSI-safe library L, a client program P of L and a kv-store K obtained917

from executing P under WSI, i.e. (K0,U0, E) , P _−→∗ETWSI
(K,_,_) ,_. From Theorem 11 it918

suffices to prove that (SO ∪WRK ∪WWK ∪ RWK)+ is acyclic. We proceed by contradiction.919

Let us assume there exists t1 such that t1
(SO∪WRK∪WWK∪RWK)+

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ t1. From Theorem 13 we920

know (SO ∪ WRK)+ is acyclic. Moreover, thanks to no-blind-writes in (2) and UA, any921

WWK (k) edge on a key k can be replaced by WR+
K(k)), as illustrated in Figure 10a. As922

such, (SO ∪WRK)+ ∪WWK is acyclic and thus this cycle is of the form: t1
R∗−→RW−→R∗−→ · · · R

∗

−→923

RW−→R∗−→ t1, where R , SO ∪ WR ∪ WW. From (3) we know an RWK (k1) edge on a key924

k1 starting from a writing transaction t can be replaced by a WW edge, as illustrated in925

Figure 10b. Moreover, from (2) we know we can replace WW edges by WR+. We thus have:926

7 That is, for initial kv-store K0, initial view environment U0 and arbitrary client environment E ,
(K0,U0, E) , P _−→∗ETWSI (K,_,_) ,_).

8 From UA, it is immediate that j = i− 1.
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t1
R′∗−→RW−→R′+−→ · · · R

′+

−→RW−→R′∗−→ t1, where R′ , SO ∪WR, i.e. t1
(R′;RW?)∗−−−−−−−→ t1. This, however,927

leads to a contradiction by Theorem 14.928

Using Theorem 16, we can prove the robustness of the banking library in [2] against929

WSI, and hence SI. Alomari et al. [2] informally showed that this example is robust: they930

identified a notion of dangerous dependency between transactions which, they argued, can931

lead to violation of robustness of SI; and they argued that this banking example contains932

no such dangerous dependencies. The original banking example worked with a relational933

database with three tables account, saving and checking. The account table maps customer934

names to customer IDs (Account(Name, CID)); the saving table maps customer IDs to their935

saving balances (Saving(CID, Balance)); and the checking table maps customer IDs to their936

checking balances (Checking(CID, Balance)). The balance of a saving account must be937

non-negative, but a checking account may have a negative balance.938

For simplicity, we encode the saving and checking tables as a single kv-store, and omit939

the account table as it is an immutable lookup table. We model a customer ID as an integer940

n ∈ N, and assume that the balances are integer values. We then define the key associated941

with customer n in the checking table as nc , 2n, and define the key associated with n in the942

saving table as ns , 2n+1, i.e. Key ,
⋃
n∈N {nc, ns}. Moreover, if n identifies a customer943

with (_, n)∈Account(Name, CID), then (n, val (K (ns, |K (ns)| −1)))∈Saving(CID, Balance)944

and (n, val (K (nc, |K (nc)| −1))) ∈ Checking(CID, Balance).945

The banking library provides five transactional operations:946

balance(n) , [x := [nc] ; y := [ns] ; ret := x + y]947

depositCheck(n, v) , [if (v ≥ 0){x := [nc] ; [nc] := x + v }]948

transactSaving(n, v) , [x := [ns] ; if (v + x ≥ 0){ [ns] := x + v }]949

amalgamate(n, n′) ,
[
x := [ns] ; y := [nc] ; z := [n′c] ;
[ns] := 0; [nc] := 0; [n′c] := x + y + z

]
950

writeCheck(n, v) ,

x := [ns] ; y := [nc] ;
if(v > 0 && x + y < v){ [nc] := y− v− 1 }
else{ [nc] := y− v } [ns] := x

951

952

The balance(n) operation returns the total balance of customer n in ret. The depositCheck953

(n, v) deposits v to the checking account of customer n when v is non-negative, otherwise it954

leaves the checking account unchanged. When v ≥ 0, transactSaving(n, v) deposits v to955

the saving account of n. When v < 0, transactSaving(n, v) withdraws v from the saving956

account of n only if the resulting balance is non-negative, otherwise the saving account957

remains unchanged. The amalgamate(n, n′) operation moves the combined checking and958

saving balance of costumer n to the checking account of customer n′. Lastly, writeCheck(n, v)959

cashes a cheque of customer n in the amount v by deducting v from its checking account. If960

n does not hold sufficient funds (i.e. the combined checking and saving balance is less than961

v), customer n is penalised by deducting one additional pound. In [2], the authors argue that962

to make this library robust against SI, the writeCheck(n, v) operation must be strengthened963

by writing back the saving account balance (via [ns] := x), even though this is unchanged.964

The banking library is more complex than the multi-counter library. Nevertheless, all965

banking transactions are either read-only or satisfy the no-blind writes property. Hence, the966

banking library is WSI-safe, and so robust against WSI and SI.967

Lock Library: Mutual-exclusion Guarantee Finally, we demonstrate that, although a968

distributed lock library is not robust against UA, we can nevertheless prove an invariant969
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property stating that only one client can hold the lock at a given time, thus establishing a970

mutual exclusion guarantee. The distributed lock library provides the following operations971

on a key k:972

tryLock (k) , [x := [k] ; if (x=0){ [k] := ClientID; m := true }else{ m := false }]973

lock (k) , do{ tryLock (k) }until(m=false) unlock (k) , [[k] := 0]974
975

976 The tryLock operation reads the k value; if the value is zero (i.e. the lock is available), then977

it sets it to the client ID and returns true; otherwise it leaves it unchanged and returns978

false. The lock operation calls tryLock until it successfully acquires the lock. The unlock979

operation simply set the k value to zero.980

Consider the program PLK where clients cl and cl′ compete to acquire the lock k:981

PLK , (cl : (lock (k) ; ...; unlock (k))∗ ‖ cl′ : (lock (k) ; ...; unlock (k))∗)982
983

The locking program in PLK is correct, in that only one client can hold the lock at a time,984

when executed under serialisability. Since all the operations are trivially WSI-safe, PLK is985

robust and hence correct under WSI as well as stronger models such as SI. However, PLK986

is not robust under UA or PSI: lock may read an old value of key k until it reads its most987

up-to-date value and acquires it. Nevertheless, we show that PLK is correct under UA (and988

hence PSI) in that it satisfies a mutual exclusion guarantee where only one client can hold989

the lock at a time. We capture this guarantee by the following invariant, stating that for all990

positive i (i > 0):991

val(K (k, i)) 6= 0⇔ val(K (k, i− 1)) = 0 (4)992

val(K (k, i)) = 0⇒ w(K (k, i)) = w(K (k, i− 1)) (5)993
994

It is straightforward to show that, under UA, only one client can hold the lock (4), and the995

same client releases the lock (5). Assume a kv-store K satisfies this invariant. Given the lock996

program in PLK, if the latest value of k is 0, then all clients are competing to acquire k, and997

thanks to UA only a client cl with full view of k can install a new version with its unique998

client ID. This will stop other clients from acquiring k as the latest value is now non-zero.999

Subsequently, when cl executes its next transaction, i.e. unlock (k), it releases the lock and1000

installs a new version with value zero.1001

Invariants vs. Execution Graphs We have demonstrated how invariant properties of1002

transactional libraries can be used to prove their robustness, as well as library-specific1003

guarantees such as mutual exclusion. Although existing work can establish the robustness of1004

a library using execution graphs (e.g. dependency graphs of [1]), they typically do this by1005

checking the final results of all its client programs. By contrast, thanks to our operational1006

model, we achieve this by establishing an invariant property at each execution step, thus1007

allowing a simpler, more compositional proof. Moreover, whilst it is straightforward for us to1008

prove library-specific guarantees (e.g. mutual exclusion for locks) by simply encoding them1009

as an invariant of the library, establishing such properties using execution graphs is much1010

more difficult. This is because execution graphs do not directly record the library state and1011

merely record the execution shape, thus making it harder to reason about such guarantees.1012

6 Conclusions and Future Work1013

We have introduced an interleaving operational semantics for describing the client-observable1014

behaviour of atomic transactions over distributed kv-stores, using abstract states comprising1015
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global, centralised kv-stores, partial client views, and transition steps parametrised by an1016

execution test which directly captures when a transaction is able to commit on a state.1017

Using these execution tests, we provide a general definition of consistency model and provide1018

example instantiations including CC, PSI, SI and SER. In [46], we prove that our definitions1019

are equivalent to the existing definitions in the literature that use execution graphs [11].1020

We have used our semantics to verify that protocols of real-world distributed databases1021

satisfy particular consistency models, e.g. that the replicated database COPS [33] satisfies1022

CC, and the partitioned database Clock-SI [21] satisfies SI. These results contrast with1023

those of [21, 33], which justify the correctness of implementations using consistency model1024

definitions that are specific to the implementations. We have also proved several invariant1025

properties for clients, showing that the clients of several libraries (single-counter, multi-1026

counter and banking libraries) are robust against the appropriate models, and showing that1027

certain clients of a lock library satisfy a mutual exclusion property under PSI, even though1028

they are not robust against PSI. We thus believe that our semantics provides an interesting1029

abstract interface between distributed implementations and clients. We plan to validate1030

further the usefulness of our semantics by verifying other well-known protocols of distributed1031

databases [4, 30, 34, 43], exploring robustness results for OLTP workloads such as TPC-C1032

[44] and RUBiS [39], and exploring other program analysis techniques such as transaction1033

chopping [13, 41], invariant checking [24, 47] and program logics [27]. We also plan to develop1034

tools to generate litmus tests for implementations and to analyse client programs.1035

Our work assumes the snapshot property and the last-write-wins policy, common assump-1036

tions in real-world distributed databases. Under these assumptions, we are not aware of1037

a consistency model that we cannot express using our semantics. There are consistency1038

models that do not satisfy these assumptions, e.g. read committed [4] captured in [16]. In1039

future, we will explore whether it is possible to weaken our assumptions to express such weak1040

consistency models. This might be possible by introducing ‘promises’ in the style of [28].1041

There are many resonances between the high-level behaviour of distributed systems and1042

the low-level behaviour of weak memory. Indeed, our partial client views were inspired by1043

the views of the ‘promising’ C11 semantics in [28]. In future, we plan to explore whether our1044

semantics of atomic transactions can be loosened to describe the more fine-grained behaviour1045

of transactions on weak memory [38, 15]. We are also interested in the work of Doherty1046

et al. [20], describing an operational semantics and a program logic for the release-acquire1047

(RA) fragment of C11, which, interestingly, is based on dependency graphs. We believe that1048

we can adapt our semantics to model the RA fragment, using simple read-write primitives1049

rather than atomic transactions and a variant of our definition of causal consistency.1050
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